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Git Extensions, a software bundle that helps you handle and work with Git repositories, is a free add-on. A desktop manager for Git based on the latest version of the popular Git distributed version control system, Git Extensions includes a shell extension, KDiff3 graphical diff/merge tool, an explorer
context menu integration plugin, a plug-in to Visual Studio and a system tray icon. Git Extensions can be used with GitHub, GitLab, BitBucket, GitK, and Mercurial repositories. The software is licensed per user. Main features: * User-friendly Git repository explorer: create, open, clone repositories and
perform common Git tasks, such as viewing commits, viewing revision logs and branching. * Shell extension for Git: a shell extension with a Git for Windows-like UI. It provides access to local branches and tags, as well as commands to list all commits, open a file from the local branch or tag, or update a
file from the local branch. * KDiff3 graphical diff/merge tool: easy-to-use diff/merge tool that allows you to merge one or more revisions into a local file, view and compare two or more revisions as plain text, and do a side-by-side diff between two revisions. * Explorer context menu integration plugin for
Visual Studio: you can add Git Extensions to any Visual Studio project. The plugin helps you open local Git repositories, pull and push to/from remote Git repositories, view history, view and delete commits, and more. * Plug-in for Visual Studio: easy-to-use Git Extensions plug-in that allows you to view
branch and tag details and update files. * Visual Studio extension: configure various Git parameters in the settings of your choice, add Git extensions to the context menus of a project, add tools to the toolbar (including GitHub and BitBucket URLs), list recent commits, and more. * GitHub integration:
automatically open a local Git repository on GitHub when it's opened. * Improved SSH integration with the Git protocol: Git Extensions handles the private key and allows you to automatically select the preferred SSH client (PuTTY or OpenSSH) and to perform public/private key pair generation directly
from the application. You can also add other folders on your computer as new Git repositories. * Triggered by a simple hotkey: several hotkeys for navigation around your repositories, merging and moving commits. * Local Git repository shortcuts: set your
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* Homepage: * Product homepage: * Screenshot: The complete software includes all the necessary components for running Git Extensions, including Git for Windows (the native Git version) and KDiff (a diff/merge tool that the application requires when encountering merge conflicts). Git Extensions is a
new and innovative tool for Git version control and Git repository management. It provides a complete solution for workflow management, including features for Git repository management, tool integration, and build automation. As an added feature, the software also has Windows Explorer context
menu integration for easy Git access and a set of additional tools, plugins, and configurations. The application has a simple and intuitive user interface for managing Git repositories, including: cloning, merging, and moving projects between folders; checking out projects via SSH, HTTPS, and GIT_CURL;
rebasing, committing, tagging, deleting, and merging branches; and rebooting local repositories. As a requirement, Git Extensions requires Git versions 1.8.1 or later. This Git version requirement is not imposed for the executable version, and users can download it directly from Git Extensions' website.
Furthermore, Git Extensions provides a set of tools and plugins for working with repositories in the following ways: automatic updating, tracking changes (such as commits and branches), tracking important changes, looking up local clones, searching for new or changed files (such as searching for large
files or committing before new/changed files), collecting and formatting tags, generating release notes and mails, generating Visual Studio projects, and creating customized hotkeys. In addition, Git Extensions includes both built-in scripts and the possibility of creating new scripts on the fly. Git
Extensions can be installed via Git for Windows and integrated with Visual Studio plugins. In the fully loaded version, Git Extensions has an interface for working with various Git tools: Git Shell, Git GUI, GitK, Git for Windows, PuTTY, and OpenSSH. The tools include features for configuring the command
line and project files, generating and viewing commit messages, accessing and viewing log files, monitoring history with customized built-in commands, executing local Git commands, and enabling SSH integration. The software also provides an interface for managing the log files, branch repositories,
and their changes, creating and configuring branches, stashing changes, and managing tags. In addition to the tools, Git Extensions also includes a b7e8fdf5c8
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Git Extensions - best of Git Extensions What's new in this version: We're back from vacation! New release is published with some big bugfixes! "Simple" Download Upgrade From the Open Source Edition to the Personal Edition free of charge in our store. "Classic" Download Upgrade From the Open
Source Edition to the Personal Edition free of charge in our store. How to install Git Extensions in Windows 10 for Mac or Linux #Installation support for Git Extensions for Windows is limited. We recommend you to download Git Extensions if you run the git-exe.exe command and you are using Windows.
It will take about 10 minutes after your connection. #Install Git Extensions for Linux and Mac users. 1. Install the Git Extensions app On Mac OS X: Hit the "Git Extensions" icon in the application menu: That will open the Git Extensions launcher and allow you to install Git Extensions to it. 2. Create a new
user Log out and select "Guest" in login screen. Please note that the "Guest" user is actually your Administrator user. Create a new user: 3. Install Git Extensions with your new user From the Git Extensions launcher, select "Install". 4. Register the new user Log out, select "Guest", then select "Registered
User". Now you can log in your new user (from the Login screen), select "Git Extensions" icon and use the app. 5. Configure the new user Select "Preferences" from the "Git Extensions" icon. (Note: The empty space is a space for your future customizations) After clicking the icon, you will see
"Preferences", you can select "User Settings". You will see 3 settings. Language: Select the language and font that you want your Windows UI to use. Theme: Choose the color theme and the user icon to use in Windows explorer. Stash settings: you can add custom command to stashing, e.g. stashing
will create a new file in your working directory named "*.stash" with your message. Themes & commands will not be shown for the user that you register to Git Extensions. 6. Restart your computer Now you can log in your new user, select "Git Extensions"

What's New in the?
Git Extensions is a Git repository manager and available for Windows, Mac OS X and Linux. It has an intuitive interface that makes it easier to create, open and clone repositories, and it offers a wide range of tools to manage git repositories. It also has a wide range of Git plugins: An easy-to-use interface
for automatically compiling SubModules, fetching the background frequently, creating local tracking branches and deleting the obsolete ones, locating large files, viewing statistics, switching proxies, generating release notes, and creating stash pull requests. It also offers Git Extensions Pro which gives
users the possibility to create automatic patches that can be sent to another developer or to their version control system when encountering merge conflicts. The program is free and open source, and can be downloaded here. The minimum download includes the Git GUI, the Git Bash, the PuTTY, the
GitK and the KDiff. You can install Git Extensions and Git Bash also separately. The program works with Git for Windows and Git for Mac, making it also compatible with the GitHub and BitBucket platforms. To install it, download the complete version from the Git Extensions website. A useful plugin to
create, edit and send automatic patches It might sound easy, but we found this to be a rather useful plugin. All you have to do is to create a patch in one GUI, and send it from the other, similar to what we do with Microsoft Word. You can do it for files, commits or even merge conflicts. It's useful because
you don't have to do it in separate actions, such as creating the patch, sending it, and finally reviewing it. If we had to point out something that we don't like about this extension, it would be that the user experience is not optimal in terms of look and feel, but we can't deny that there are some useful
features that we might not find elsewhere. Unlike another toolkit we evaluated, Git Extensions doesn't allow you to use a previous edition or the Stash pull request feature with an origin. There is no need to install several copies of the toolkit. Key features of Git Extensions: Create and open Git
repositories Support Windows Explorer context menu integration Visual Studio plugin support (including option to automatically upgrade Git Extensions for Visual Studio 2013) Simplicity: a simple and easy-to-use interface Easy to use: supports command line, Git GUI, Git Bash, GitK and PuTTY Wide
range of Git plugins: Git
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System Requirements:
Windows OS Windows 2000 Windows XP Windows Vista Windows 7 Windows 8 Windows 10 Mac OS X Mac OS X 10.3 or higher Mac OS X 10.4 or higher Mac OS X 10.5 or higher Mac OS X 10.6 or higher Mac OS X 10.7 or higher Mac OS X 10.8 or higher Mac OS X 10.9 or higher Linux Red Hat Enterprise
Linux 3.x or higher S
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